Desert Drums (powered by Accent)
Thank you for purchasing Space Cabin Audio’s Desert Drums powered by Platinum Samples’ Accent player!
We sincerely hope you have as much fun using it as we did in producing it. We simply cannot put into words
how happy we are with the final product and how well it performs,. Support from the public has been overwhelming and we are looking forward to crafting a special relationship with all of you who trusted us enough
to invest in our vision – May the Music Move you!
From Check-out to Rock-out
Before completing the checkout process you will have been presented with a “System Requirements” notice.
Hopefully you took a moment to read and understand it and to check if your computer system was up to spec.
You agreed and continued with your purchase to find yourself here reading this document.

It’s pretty important to take full note of the system requirements to get the best out of this product, the last
thing you want is your creativity being hampered by
an under-performing workstation just when you are
really starting to fly with that soon to be hit song!
Ok so you’ve got a powerful enough system let’s get
this show on the road!

Once you have completed checkout you will have been presented with a screen like this showing your completed order status, account details along with your iLok license redemption code and content download links.
You can also see all of this at any time by going
back to https://spacecabinaudio.com/my-account/orders/ and clicking on the “View” button
of the order in question, If you have multiple
orders they will all show here too. You will
also be emailed an order summary containing
a download link but this email will not contain your iLok code (for security reasons). To
view your iLok code login to your Space Cabin
Audio account. From your “My Account” page
you will see your “Dashboard” where you can
view your recent orders, available downloads
and manage your shipping and billing addresses, and also edit your password and account
details.

Authorization: System or iLok
Accent and Desert Drums are protected by PACE copy protection. There are two options available - you may
install the software and library to two computer systems at a time or install the license to an iLok2 (or later)
key which you can use on any number of systems (just not at the same time). Using the iLok License Manager software you can move your authorization between systems if you don’t use the iLok hardware.
When you first start Accent you’ll be prompted to insert an iLok for Accent, if you haven’t yet authorized the
software - click Activate.

The next page informs you that Activation is required - click Activate to continue.
On the next page enter your iLok activation code you received and click next. Select where you’d like the
license to go (your system or an
iLok).
Once authorized you’ll be able to
use Accent.

Alternatively you can authorize Accent and Desert Drums using the iLok License manager
software.
To use this, your computer must have an active Internet connection. If you don’t already have iLok License
Manager you can download the software from www.ilok.com. Next you’ll need your iLok activation code
found in your order and follow the guide from ilok.com
In iLok License manager click the activation button and enter your Desert Drums serial number which is also
your activation code.
If you selected the System option and need to reformat your
hard drive or dramatically change your computer hardware
then you should un-authorize Accent and Desert Drums
before making the changes. You can then re-authorize after
formatting.

Note: If you bought Desert Drums and already own
Accent, then this is the preferred method to activate
your new sample library

There are videos at ilok.com to demonstrate the activation experience.
Downloading the content
As you will have read in the System requirements notice, Desert Drum is a BIG library! It’s actually 11 GB
but due to some careful wizardry in lossless compression we’ve reduced the download size to approximately
5 GB. This is still a pretty large download, so ensure you have a good, stable Internet connection with some
decent bandwidth. To make things as easy as possible for you, we have divided up the download into smaller
(roughly) 1 GB zipped chunks. Download each of these chunks to the same location on your computer making sure to have at least the required 15 GB available space. Once you have downloaded all five parts and the
Accent Player downloaded, You can proceed to install the Accent Player by extracting the zip and running the
installer.
Place all five parts in the same folder location and unzip the first part. If you have problems un-archiving the
zip files please use the free 7zip utility for Windows or Keka for macOS. The archives were created using
7zip on Windows and Keka 1.1.8 on macOS.
http://www.7-zip.org/download.html
http://www.keka.io

Installation
After unarchiving the zip file(s) run the MacOS or Windows installer.
On MacOS you’ll need to enter your system password to continue the installation. On MacOS Sierra if the
installer has trouble locating the installer data folder, it may prompt you that Sierra has enabled TransLocation protection. In this case follow the on-screen instructions to indicate where the installer app really is
located.

The first screen in the installer is the Welcome Screen. Click Next to continue.

The second screen displays the License Agreement. You must agree to the Agreement and click Next to continue.

To customize what gets installed (and where, if applicable) - click the “Custom...” button. Click “Standard...” to
return to the Standard installation which uses the default settings and location(s).

Above is a screen shot showing the custom options available for the Accent player on MacOS.

Above is a screen shot showing the custom options available for Galaxy Drums on MacOS (other libraries will
have a similar screen). You can change the default location of the data.
Click Next to begin installing.
After installation Accent should detect that new content was installed and add the new data to it’s database.

Accent Quick-Start Guide
Accent is a powerful but easy to use virtual instrument. It’s laid out in five main sections.
1. The Mixer
2. The Stage
3. The Groove Player
4. The MIDI Mapping
5. The Preferences
The Mixer
The Mixer is laid out to be familiar to most DAW mixers with slide-out panels for accessing advanced user
functions. Starting at the top of the channel strip is the Instrument button which opens the Instrument slideout panel.
Next is the Line Trim which can be used to trim all the channels of the sample being played. This is a simple
method to adjust the gain of all channels and ambience of a sample together. For instance if you have a Snare
drum with a Snare Top, Snare Bottom and Overheads and two Room pairs... if you use the Line Trim you can
adjust the gain of all the channels simultaneously. This trim is also a pre-effect insert.
Adjacent to the Line Trim is the Phase button which inverts the phase of the audio on this channel.
To the right of the Phase button is the Browser button which opens the Instrument Browser from the Mixer.
This functionality has some duplication on the Stage and the two are tightly connected.
The Auxes button opens the Aux Sends slide-out panel where you can adjust the sends to the Aux Tracks.
You can also add additional Aux Tracks from the slide-out panel. The Aux sends can be pre or post-fader.

The Bleeds button opens the Bleeds ‘sends’ slide-out. The faders in the Bleeds slide-out
adjust how much or how little of the bleeds get sent to the other channels which have any
bleed recorded and the ambience channels. You can also reverse the phase of the bleed
send as well as reverse the panning of a stereo bleed send.
There are four pre fader inserts on each channel strip. The first insert slot is dedicated to
Internal Effects and when you select “Internal Effects” the slide-out will open. You may
then select the Effect Type to instantiate and press the fx+ button. To remove a plug-in
from the chain you can press the fx- button, and to remove all effects from the Internal
Effects chain you may press the fx-- button. You can drag the plug-ins around to change
their processing order. There’s a Master Bypass and individual bypass buttons for each
effect as well as buttons to set an A and a B setting for comparisons. You can save user
defaults and presets for each of the plug-in Types.
The next three effect inserts are for External 3rd Party effect plug-ins. On Mac you can use
VST and AU plug-ins and on Windows you can use VST plug-ins. Scanning for plug-ins
is discussed later in the Plug-ins Preferences section.
Just like most Mixers, there’s a Solo and a Mute button. You can solo-isolate a channel by
Command clicking the Solo button. This is most useful for Aux Tracks when using them
for reverbs and you don’t want them to mute when you solo the source track sending to
the reverb. Option/Alt click on a Solo button or on the rude solo indicator in the Toolbar to un-solo all soloed channels.
Between the Inserts and the Mute/Solo buttons is the Preview Pad. If an instrument is
loaded and mapped in the current MIDI Map -- then the preview pad will trigger the
currently selected articulation for preview. MIDI velocity can be changed from soft to
loud by clicking on the Preview Pad from Bottom to Top.
After the Mute and Solo section is the Stereo Pan control. If the channel strip output is
being sent to a stereo output the pan fader will be present. On mono tracks the pan fader
is a normal stereo left, right panner with a center drop of 3 decibels. On a stereo track
the pan fader adjusts the width of the signal from full stereo (as recorded) to mono.
The Fader for the gain of the channel is logarithmic with a unity point 10 decibels below
max.
Finally, below the gain fader is the Output assignment. In VST plug-ins this allows 32
mono outputs and 16 stereo outputs. The Master Output is sent to the Master Fader and
will output of outputs 1 & 2 of your device or will be the main channel out of the host
track where the plug-in is inserted.

The Slide-outs
For an Instrument Channel there are four slide-outs.
Let’s start with the Browser Slide-Out.
The Browser Slide-out is used to load a different instrument into a track. Later you’ll find that you can also
load instruments on The Stage which you may find preferable -- but you get both options so you can change
the sounds from both areas of Accent... and both the Mixer Browser and The Stage Browser are connected to

each other. Later we’ll discuss the Mapping available in Accent -- but for now it’s good to know that you can
switch which MIDI Mapping you’d like for a particular instrument. So Accent allows for mapping MIDI for
5 Kick drums, so you can select in the Map drop menu which map to use for the loaded instrument. This can
also be useful for layering drums. If you assign two instruments to the same map then they’ll both trigger
together.
You can filter the Instrument List by the libraries you have installed and by typing in a search string and the
list will be filtered as you type.
Now that we have a sample loaded let’s look at the Instrument Settings slide-out which is opened by clicking
on the Instruments button on the Channel strip. If an instrument has been loaded then all the articulations
available for that instrument will be listed in the Articulations list. By selecting an Articulation you can
change which is previewed when you click on the Preview Pad. You can also instantly see which notes are
mapped to the different articulations. If you find that you’ve loaded an instrument and the preview pad isn’t
playing the sound, the odds are the note hasn’t been mapped and saved in the current MIDI Map. You may
also adjust the trim gain of each articulation separately. Accent has a one octave pitch control to adjust the
pitch of a loaded instrument. You can set the pitch to adjust all the articulations or individuals.

ADSR is turned off by default to conserve CPU usage. You can adjust all the channels associated with an
instrument or split the control up between the direct channels and the ambience channels. This allows you to
have a different ADSR setting for the Room vs. the Direct channels.
The Aux Sends and Bleed slide-outs have already been discussed earlier, but there are a few hidden features...
You can open and close all Aux and Bleed Slide-Outs by using the Option/Alt modifier on your keyboard
when clicking their respective buttons. If you Option/Alt click on a bleed enable button it toggles them all
off or on. If you Command + Option/Alt click on a bleed enable button it toggles all the bleeds on and off on
every track.
To reset a value in Accent you can either double click on the control or Option/Alt click on the control.
You’ll notice that when you load a drum into an instrument track that not every track has all the controls and
buttons -- that’s because only the parent track requires the controls available. So if you load a Snare drum with
a top and bottom microphone channel then only the Snare top channel will have the Bleed and Instrument
buttons. For convenience, all the instrument channels have preview pads.
Aux Tracks
Aux Tracks are fed from their respective Aux Sends on the Instrument and Ambience channels - and can even
be fed from other Aux Tracks Aux Sends -- as long as they wouldn’t cause a feedback loop. To avoid a feedback loop the Aux Track Aux Send buttons will enable and disable automatically to avoid a loop.

The Stage

The Stage is where you can layout the drums to match your preference.
With the Preview button turned off The Stage is in Design Mode. You can add pieces to the Stage by clicking
on their icons on the left toolbar and dragging them around the Stage to match your desire. You can right
click on an instrument on The Stage to change it’s mapping. Be aware that for every drum you add to The
Stage you’re also adding a matching track to the Mixer -- and for every instrument you remove from The Stage
you’re removing that channel from the Mixer. You can load pre-configured Templates or save your own for
quickly recreating a layout that you use often. While in Design Mode you can right click on The Stage floor to
clear all and start over.
Once you have all your drums laid out on The Stage as you wish, click on the Preview button to switch out
of Design Mode into Preview Mode. Most of the time you’ll work in Preview Mode -- so we have an option
when loading a template in Design Mode to automatically switch you to Preview Mode.
In Preview Mode you can click on a drum and the Browser list will show all available instruments of that Type.
This is tied into the Mixer’s Browser as we discussed earlier. To load an instrument from the list into the currently selected drum double click or press the Load button. For added convenience there’s an Auto-Advance
button that’ll move the selection to the next drum in the hierarchy.
The Accent drum hierarchy is as follows and it defines the Auto-Advance feature and also the layout of the
drums in the Mixer: Kick, Snare, Hi Tom, Mid Tom, Low Tom, Hihat, Crash, Ride, Percussion, China and
Splash. As you add drums on The Stage the channels will follow the same hierarchy on the Mixer.

The Articulations tab duplicates the Articulation list in the Instrument SlideOut and they’re tied together. Similarly are the Pitch and Line Trim.
In Preview Mode you can click on the drums to preview them at a single
velocity of 100 -- but on the Preview Pad in the Instrument Browser you can
preview them at different velocities from low to high and the MIDI velocity
will be displayed for reference. Changing the Articulation in the list changes
which is previewed on both the kit and the Preview Pad.

Grooves

The Grooves Player currently plays back MIDI Grooves loaded from a loaded Groove Library. You can select
a groove and drag it to your DAW for creating a song. Also included are some Humanization functions where
you can adjust all the notes to be Rushed, Lazy, Tight or Natural and the slider will adjust how far from normal
the notes move -- so with the Humanize set to Tight and you set the fader to 100% it’s basically quantizing the
notes, set to 0% is as played. With Lazy 100% moves all the notes randomly behind the beat depending upon
how high you have the fader, etc. You can search for grooves in the database by tempo and time signature and
the playback tempo can either play back synched to the host’s tempo or the groove’s original tempo.
You can mute all Kicks, Snares, Hihat, Toms, Ride, Crashes and Percussion individually.
If you Humanize or apply a mute and export the MIDI then those are reflected in the exported MIDI.

MIDI Mapping

The MIDI Mapping page lets you define default MIDI Maps that you can re-use. The idea is that you create a
default map that you’ll use most of the time and never have to think about it again. It does however give you a
lot of power and flexibility.
There are pre-defined limits to the number of Instrument Types that can be mapped. They are: 5 Kick drums,
5 Snare drums, 2 Hihats, 6 Crashes, 4 Hi Toms, 4 Mid Toms, 4 Lo Toms, 3 Rides, 15 Percussion slots, 3 Chinas
and 3 Splash Cymbals. The mapping here defines how each MIDI note triggers which articulation.
To assign a note, click on the Instrument Type button for the drum you wish to map -- say Kick 1, the articulations available for an instrument of that type and known to Accent at the time will be available for mapping.
As content grows in the future and more articulations may be added -- Accent will identify them and add
them to the articulations list. To map, say the Beater to C1, just drag the articulation from the list to the keyboard note. To remove an assigned note select the articulation in the list or click on the keyboard then in the
Assigned list either drag the articulation onto the trash bin or click on the trash bin. There are undo and redos
available for unassigning or reassigning notes if you make a mistake.
The assignment here is what correlates to the Map selection on The Stage and the Mixer.

Preferences

To add a new Sample Library or MIDI Groove Library to Accent select the Preferences page in the Toolbar
(the cogs), and select the folder icons on the left to access the Data Preferences page.
To Add a Sample Library -- click on the Add Library button and locate the .megalith file for the library. Accent will scan and add the contents to the database. Similarly, to add a MIDI Groove library add a .PSM file.
Other options are available for the running of Accent and some are disabled as we add future features to the
playback engine.
One preference you need to set up is the support for 3rd party plug-ins. Click on the Plug-Ins Preferences
button with the power plug and in the Options menu Scan for your plug-ins. To avoid a crash bringing down
Accent or the host the scan will launch
a separate process/application -- once
it’s done scanning then the plug-ins
available will be listed and available in
the Mixer. Synth and Generator type
plug-ins are not supported and will not
be added to the list.

The Toolbar

In the Toolbar is a button with a D and an A on it -- which stands for Drummer and Audience. This will
switch the panning between the drummer’s and the audience’s perspectives... and the pan faders colors will
match the button’s color to indicate which mode is enabled.
The Master Output knob controls all the outputs of Accent together -- so if you have multi-outputs then reducing the Master Fader will lower all the outputs evenly.
Getting Started
Start Accent by instantiating it on a stereo Instrument Track in your favourite DAW.
The easiest way to get started once Accent is running is to load a preset... To load a preset, in the Toolbar click
on the Preset drop-menu and select Load Preset...

Select an Accent preset and click “Open”. The selected preset will load.
You can now switch to The Mixer and preview the drums by clicking on the channel Preview Pads or switching to The Stage and in Preview Mode click on the Drums to trigger their respective samples.
This concludes our brief overview of Accent. A more detailed manual will be released in the future as well as
videos demonstrating how to use Accent and Desert Drums.
Thanks from Platinum Samples and Space Cabin Audio.
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